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Abstract. Concurrent systems and their behaviours are investigated. The: tehaviour of a system is 
understood as the set of processes1 which the system is capable to realize. The processes may be 
elementary (indivisible) ormay consist of some components. Two ways of composing processes are 
considered: sequentially (one conponent is a continuation of another) and in parallel (the 
components are concurrent, i.e. independent). 
The behaviour of a system is defined as a set of processes which can be obtained by composing 
certain elementary processes. All information on the existing independence is reffected so that he 
system is completely determined by its behaviour. 
It is explained which sets of processes are the behaviours ofconcurrent systems. 
1. Introduction 
We consider systems like those discussed by Petri [6], where certain processes may 
run concurrently (independently). Such systems are represented by Petri nets with 
distinguished cases. The net representi:g a system describes the relationships 
between the conditions which may hold and the events which may occur in the 
system. The cases zre the maximal sets of conditions which may hold concurrently. 
The set of cases is usually assumed to be closed under the processes corresponding to 
events. In our considerations we distinguish not only cases but also other (not 
necessarily maximal) configurations of conditions that ma; hold concurrently. 
We are interested in the systems describable by finite Petri nets whose events have 
some pre- and postconditions. Cases are assumed to be safe (cf. [SJ), which is not an 
essential restriction (introducing negations of conditiolns one can always come to safe 
cases), and leads to proper concurrent schemes of Mazurkiewicz [4]. 
Our purpose is io characterize the behaviours of systems, i.e. the sets of processes 
generated by particular systems. We want to have a characterization such that ever3 
system is uniquely determined by its behaviour. This requires reflecting the concur- 
rence of conditions and events in the processes or, in other words, representing 
appropriately non-sequential processes. Holt and Commoner [2] and Petri [7], 
suggested to describe the processes in a system by unfoldings of the corresponding 
Petri net. A similar approach has been developed by Mazurkiewicz [3,4] and 
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Winkowski [S]. We follow this approach and represent non-sequential processes by 
casually ordered sets of holdings of conditions. The idea of Winkowski [8] is also 
exploited to apply the operations of composing processes equentially and in parallel 
as a tool to describe the behaviours of systems. In this way we come to certain 
algebraic riteria allowing us to answer whether a set of processes is the behaviour of 
a system and how to find such a system. 
2. Concurrent system 
We shall consider systems in which concurrent (independent) processes may occur 
but there are constraints on the concurrence or precedence of these occurrences. 
Such systems (that are said to be concurrent) will be specified using Petri nets. 
Given a binary relation R c X x Y and A c X, B c Y, a E X, b E Y, we usuz 
denotations: 
AR := {y E Y: xRy for some x E A}, aR := (a)R, 
RB := {x E X: xRy for some y E B), Rb := R(b). 
Definition 2.1. A Petri net is a triple N = (B, E, F) such that: 
(W BnE=@, 
(W FzBxEuExB, 
(N3) domain (F) u range (F) = B u E # 0. 
Each b E: B (resp. e E E) is called a state element (resp. transition element) of N, and F 
is called the flow relation of N. Each b E B such that bFe (resp. eFb) is called an input 
element (resp. output element) of e. Every subset of state elements is called a 
constellation. We say that a constellation 1 is reachable in one step from a constellation 
k iff there exists a non-empty subset U of transition elements such that: 
(Fu v uF) n (Fv v vF) = 0 for distinct, u, v E U, FUG k, UF 5 1, and k-FU = I-UF, 
Then we write 
kU‘1 
and call this triple a reachability step. We say that a constellation I is reachable from a 
constellation k, and write k + Z, iff 2 = k rc\~ there is a finite sequence of reachability 
steps: 
An example of a Petri net is shown in Fig. 1 (as usual, state elements are 
represented by circles, transition elements by bars, and the flow relation by directed 
edges). Examples of reachability steps are shown in Fig. 2. 
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A system will be specified by a Petri net with a set of distinguished constellations. 
Definition 2.2 A (finite, concurrent) system is a quadruple S = (B, E’, F, C) such 
that: 
61) N = (B, E, F) is a finite Petri net, 
62) Fe#0andeFf0foreveryeEE, 
(S3) Fu = Fv and UF = vF implies u = v for every u, v E E, 
64) C is a set of constellations of N, 
65) c E C and d C_ c implies d E C, 
(s6) FeECandeFECforeveryeEE, 
67) for every constellation r and every 9 E E: 
(Fenr=@andFeurEC)iff (eFnr=ldandeFL)rEC). 
The constellations belonging to C are called configurutions. The configurations 
which are maximal (are not proper parts of other configurations) are called cases. 
Thus C is the set of parts of cases. 
Tbz state e!ements, called conditions, will represent certain atomic situations 
which may hold or not - depending on the processes which occur in the system. The 
transition elements, called events, will represent e!ementary processes which may 
occur in the system. Each occurrence of an event e ends a holding of the input 
conditions (preconditions) of e and begins a holding of the output conditions 
(postconditions) of e. A holding of a condition b begins with an occurrence of exactly 
one event u E Fb. Such a holding ends with an occurrence of exactly one event v E bF. 
The constellations from the set C (configurations) represent he sets of conditions 
which may hold concurrently in the system. 
According to (S2), every transition element has input and output elements. (S3) 
means that the net is simple in the sense of Petri [6]. According to (S5), the set C of 
configurations is closed with respect o taking subsets. (S6) ensures that the sets of 
input elements and the sets of output elements of transition elements are configura- 
tions so that the correspond1 +l ,- r events can occur (forward and backward). (S7) means 
that the constraints which are imposed on the occurrences of events have a local 
character, and implies the safety of configurations regarded as zero-one markings (cf. 
l33) . 
Example 2.1. Consider a system consisting of a resource and of two parts A and B, 
each using the resource in a phase of its activity. It is assumed that the resource can 
not be used by the two parts simultaneously. Such a system can be specified by the net 
shown in Fig. 1 and the following set of cases: 
{{l, 29% {1,2,7), {1,4,$ {1,4,7), (2,615 (3,5}, {3,7), {4,6}}. 
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Fig. 1. 
The meaning of the elements is as follows: 
I: the resource is available, 
2 (resp. 5): A (resp. B) needs the resource, 
3 (resp. 6): A (resp. B) uses the resource, 
4 (;resp. 7): A (resp. B) does not use the resource and does not need it, 
a (resp. d): A (resp. B) takes the resource, 
b (;resp. e): A (resp. B) releases the resource, 
c (req. f): A (resp. B) passes a phase in which the resource is not needed. 
The specified set of cases is closed with respect o the reachability relation and its 
inverse (see Fig. 2). 
Fig. 2. 
Four bzlls are moving along a circle clockwise and counter-clockwise 
(see Fig. 3) Because t;jf collisions the directions of the motions of the balls change. 
For instance, ball 1 moving clockwise willl start to move counter-clockwise after the 
collision with ball 2 jnoving counter-clockwise, whereas ball 2 will start to move 
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Fip. 3. 
clockwise. The system can be specified bar the net shown in Fig. 4 and the following 
set of cases: 
(0, Z, 3, II, K2,3,% 0, 2, %4), 0,2,% 41, K 2,3,4), 0,2,X Q)- 
Fig. 4. 
The meaning of the elements is: 
1 (resp. 2,3,4): ball 1 (resp; 2,3,4) is moving clockwise, 
‘I (resp. 2,3, a): ball 1 (resp. 2, 3,4) is moving counter-clockwise, 
12 (resp. 25,33,4i): a collision between ball 1 (resp. 2,3,4) moving clockwise and 
ball 2 (resp. 3,4, 1) moving counter-clockwise. 
The set of cases is closed with respect o the reachability relation and its inverse 
(see fig. 5:. 
Fig. 5. 
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It is interesting that the system can also be described by the net shown in Fig. 6 with 
the following set of cases: 
Fig. 6. 
However, this representation is wrong in the sense of our definition because (S7) is 
not satisfied (the corresponding marked nets are not safe). 
The following facts are simple consequences of our definition c.’ concurrent 
systems. 
Proposition 2.1. LetN = (B, E, F) be a netsatisfying (Sl)-(S3) and Ca setsatisfying 
(S4+(S6). Then S = (B, E, F, C) is a system iff the following condition is satisfied: 
(S7’) for every cortfiguration d and every e E E: 
(Fend=0andFeudEC)iff(eFnd=IbandeFudEC). 
Proof.. If either side of the equivalence holds true for a constellation, then this is a 
configuration. 
Proposition 2.2. If a constellation 1 is reachable from a constellation k and one of the 
constellations is a configuration, then the other is also a configuration. 
Proof. It is sufficient o consider a reachability step k u\ 1 with U = {el, . . . , e,}, to 
decompose such a step into n steps: 
k=ko,*,kl,+. . .*>kn=l, 
and to apply (S7) to each of the obtained steps. 
Processc:s in systems will be described by specifying their histories. Histories wilF 
be considered as partially ordered sets of occurrences of situations rather than 
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sequences of actions. They will be represented by labelled partially ordered sets 
satisfying appropriate conditions. 
Given a partially ordered set (X, s ), by a chain (resp. anti-chain) we mean a set of 
mutually comparable (resp. incomparble) elements of X Given a maximal anti- 
chain Y c X, we use denotations: 
Y -:={xEX:xS yforsomeyEY} and Y’:={xEX:y<xforsomeyEY}. 
Definition 3.1. A (finite) history (over a certain set L of atomic situations) is a 
triple H = (X, S, I) such that: 
(W (X, s ) is a finite partially ordered set, 
(Hz) I : X + L is a mapping (a labelling) assigning elements of L (labels) to the 
elements of X, 
(H3) C(x) = Z(y) implies x S y or y S x, 
(W given a maximal antichain YE X and a maximal chain 2 c X, the inter- 
section Y n 2 is non-empty (see Fig. 7). 
Fig. 7. 
One may think that st;.ch ahistory H consists of causally connected occurrences of 
certain atomic situations belonging to L. The nature of the situations and their 
occurrences is irrelevant. In particular, the situations may be conditions in a system. 
Then occurrences may be considered as holdings of such conditions. 
The situations are Ymespresented by the elements of L. Particular occurrences of 
situations are represented by the elements of X. The occurrences of a particular 
situation s are represented by the elements with the label s. No assumption is made 
on the presence of a time scale. The ordering s reflects only the causal relation 
between particular occurrences. Namely, an occurrence x of s = Z(x) is considered to 
be a consequence of all occurrences y such that y s IIC and y # x. Maximal antiehains 
represent global configurations of occurrences that could possibly arise in the history. 
Maximal chains represent what we may call signal lines throughout the history. A 




particular situation are causally connected (I-I3), and all the signal lines are repre- 
sented in all the glob!? configurations by the presence of an occurrence of a situation 
(H4). 
A process may be a part of another. This can be described by saying that the 
histories of the first process occur in the histories of the second. TO express that 
formally we shall use the concept of occurrence. 
Definition 3.2. An occurrence f : PI + H’ of a history H = (X, s, 1) in a history 
H’ = (X’, 6 ‘, “) is an injection f : X +X’ such that: 
(01) 1 s y ifif s’f(y), 
(02) I(x) = I’( f(x)) for every x E X, 
(03) f(x) S’ 2’ <‘f(y) implies 2’ = f(z) for some 2 E X, 
(04) there exists an antichain Y’c X’ such that for every maximal antichain 
YE X the sets f(Y) and Y’ are disjoint and f( 2’) u Y’ is a maximal 
antichain. 
If f : X -3,X’ is a bijection, then (03) and (04) can be omitted (they follow from (01)) 
and f-’ : X’ + X is an occurrence. Then f : H + H’ is called an isomorphism and we 
say that H and H’ are isomorphic. 
A history has an internal structure which is determined by maximal antichains. 
Q&Sons 3.3. The restriction of a history H = (X, c, I) to a maximal antichain 
Y c X is a history called a cut of H. Such a cut c determines two histories: 
head(H, c) .==: (Y-, s 1 Y-, 11 Y-) and tail(H, c) := (Y’, s 1 Y’, II Y’). 
The set of cuts of H with the ordering 
c r B iff c is a cut of head(H, d) 
is called the cutstructure of H. To the set of minimal elements of X there corresponds 
the least cut of H, This cut is called the origin of H and is denoted by origin(H). 
Similarly, to the set of maximal elements of X there corresponds the greatest cut of 
H. This cut is called the end of H and is denoted by end(H). 
Proposition 3.1. The cut structure of a history H is a lattice with the least element 
origin(H) and the greatest element en 
roof. Let H = (X, s, I). Given two cuts c and d corresponding 
antichains Y and 2, respectively, we define 
rr?d:=(Y,qZ,cI YLZ,ll YnZ) and 
ci._jd:=(YUZ,+ YuZ,li Yuz), 
to maximal 
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where 
YnZ:=(YnZ-)u(ZnY-) and YUZ:=(YnZ’)u(ZnY’). 
It suffices to prove that Y n Z is a maximal antichain (for Y u 2 the proof is 
similar). 
(1) Y fl 2 is an antichain. Suppose the contrary. Then there are x < y in Y n Z 
and we have one of the following two cases: y E Y or y E 2. In the first case xri ,V so 
that x E Z. Then y & 2 and there must be z E 2 such that y < z. Tl-11s x c y s z ,‘or 
x, z E 2, which is impossible. In the second case xti 2 so that x E Y. T:nen y & Y a,ld 
there must be t E Y such that y c t. Thus x c y s t for x, t E Y, which is impossible. 
(2) Y n 2 is a maximal antichain. This property can be proved due to (H4). 
Suppose the contrary. Then there is x which is incomparable with the elements of 
Y l-l 2. It sufficies to consider the case x E Y- n Z- (the case x E Y’ n 2’ is similar 
and the other cases are trivial). 
Since x is incomparable with the elements of Y n 2, there exist y E Y and z E 2 
notin YnZsuchthatx~y,x ~z,y’szforsorney’~ Y,andz’<yforsomez’EZ. 
Due to (H4) we can take a maximal chain containing x and y and find z” E Z such that 
x < 2” s y. Then Z”E Y l-i 2 and x is comparable with 3”. Thus we obtain a 
contradiction with our assumption. 
Another internal structure of a history can be derived by considering suitable 
partitions of the corresponding partially ordered set. 
Definition 3.4. Given a history H = (X, S, !), a pair s = (U, V) of disjoint subsets of 
X such that ?J u V = X and u is incomparable with v for every u E U, v E V is called 
a splitting of H. Such a splitting s deiermines two histories: 
left(H, s) := (LJ.,s 1 U, 11 U) and right(H, s) := ( V, s 1 V, I 1 V). 
The set of splittings of H with the ordering 
(U, V)E (U’, V’) iff LJE U’ 
is called the splitting structure of H. The pair (8, X) (resp. (X, 8)) is the lest (resp. the 
greatest) splitting of H. 
Proposition 3.2. The splitting structure of a history is a Boolean Algebra. 
Proof. Given two splittings s = (U, Y) arid t = (U’, V’), wle can define: 
snt:=(UdJ’,Vu(UnV’)) and s/__Jt:=(Uu(VnU’),VnV’). 
The complement of a splitting s = (U, V) can be defined as s’ := (V, U). 
. ocesses 
Processes will be represented by isomorphism classes of histories. 
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Definition 4.1. A (finite) process is an isomorphism class of (finite) histories. The 
process containing a given history H will be denoted by [HI. 
A prol;ess P can be understood as a pattern that shows which atomic situations and 
according to which causal ordering s)hould occur. When realized, such a process gives 
isomorphic histories H E P. To every realization there corresponds a particular 
history with particular occurrences of atomic situations. For instance, the process in 
which atomic situatiors a, b, c occur such that the occurrence of c is a direct 
consequence of the occurrences of a and b may be represented by the ‘history with 
unnamed occtirrences of situations’ shown in Fig. 8. A particular history cor- 
responding to s.lie realization of this process with particular occurrences x, y, z of 
a, b, c, resp., is shown in Fig. 9. 
Fig. 8. Fig. 9. 
That a process is a part of other one can be described by a suitable concept of 
occurrence. Such a concept can be introduced by means of occurrences of histories. 
Definition 4.2. Given histories H, I, J, K and occurrences f : H + I, g : J + K, we say 
that such occurrences are equivalent iff there are isomorphisms h : H + J, i : I -+ K 
such that fi = Ilzg, i.e. the diagram in Fig. 10 commutes. An occurrence 27 : P + Q of a 
process P in a process Q is an equivalence class of occurrences of histories of P in 
histories of Q. If f: Ii-, I is one of the occurrences belonging to this class, then 
I/ : P-, Q is written as [f] : [H] + [I]. Given processes P, 0, R, we define the 
composition W : P + R of two occurrences U : P + Q, V : Q + R by choosing histories 
HEP,IEQ,JEQ,4i:ER,sorreoccurrencesf:H-,I,g:J-*KsuchthatfEUand 
g E V, and an isomorphism i : I + J, and by taking W = [gif], where g$ is the usual 
H-i-1 
Fig. 10. 
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composition off, i, g. Since such a composition depends on P, Q, R, U, V only, this 
definition is correct. 
4, Operations on processes 
Compositions of processes will be represented by corresponding cperations on 
processes, called the sequential composition and the parallel composition, respec- 
tively. Such (partial, binary) operations play a role similar to that of the concatena- 
tion of the usual sequences 
We shall start by defining two auxiliary unary operations, 
Definition 5.1. To every cut c of a history H of a process P there corresponds the 
process [c] which can be identified with the set of labels of elements of c. Such a 
process (set) will be called a state of P. The process (state) [origin(H)] depends on P 
only. This process (state) will be called the initialstate or the domain of P and will be 
denoted by dam(P). Similarly, the process (state) [end(H)], depending on P only, 
will be called the final state or the codomain of P and will be denoted by cod(P). 
Every state of a process may be interpreted as a possible snapshot of this process. 
Observe that dam(P) = cod(P) = P for every process P which is a state of a process. 
The sequential composition of processes can be defined as follows. 
Definition 5.2. Given two processes P and Q, due to (H4) in Definition 3.1 there 
may b3 at most one process R with a history J and a cut c of J such that head(J, c) E P 
and kl(J, c) E Q. Such a process R is called the sequential composition of P and Q 
and is denoted by P l Q. The occurrences corresponding to the inclusions of 
head(J, c) and tail(J, c) in J are called the CanonicaEoccurrences of P and 0 in P l 8, 
respectively. 
Proposition 5.1. Given two processes P and Q, tCte sequential composition P l Q exists 
iff the fclllowing two conditions are satisfied : 
(1) cod(P) = dam(Q), 
(2) for every H = (Xl, s 1,lI) E F-, I - (X2, +,12) E Q and every x E Xl : y E X2 with 
II(x) = lz(y) there exist a maximal z E X1 and a minimal t E X2 such that .Y s 1 z, 
t c 2 y, iznd Z&) = 12(t). 
. Suppose that the conditions (I) and (2) are satisfied. Due to co (rc& 
there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the maximal elements of every 
H E P and the minimal elements of every I E Q such that the corresponding elements 
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have the same labrels. Thus there exist histories H = (XI, G 1, II) E P, I= (X2, +, 12) E 
Q such that: X(, :o= X1 n X2 is exactly the set of maximal elements of H, the same X0 
is exactly the set of minimal elerments of I, and Zi 1 X0 = 12 1 X0. Having such H and I 
we define J := CdXT s, I), where X = X1 uX2, I = 11 v lz, and 6 is the weakest 
ordering such that x G 1 y or x s2 y implies x < y. It remains to prove that J is a 
history. 
It follows from the condition (1) and from the definition of the ordering s that 
(H3) is satisfied. We shall prr>ve that (H4) is also satisfied. 
Let Y c X be a maxims 1 antichain. We shall prove that U := (Y -X2) u 
(X0 n Y-J is a *maximal nticf gain. 
That iv is an antichain can be shown as in the proof of Proposition 3.1. Suppose 
that U is not a maximal anti&aim. Then we have x9 say in X1, such that .r is 
incomparable w 1 t , l 1 the elements of LZ There exists y E Y which is comparable with x 
and such y mush G-?t in Y -Xl. Thus y E Y n X2 and y& X0. By the definition of the 
ordering s, there exists z E X0 such that x c < z G y. Such z must belong to X0 n Y- 
(otherwise z E X,., n Y’ and y would be comparable with another elemfznt of Y). 
Then x is comparable with an element of X0 0 Y-. This contradicts to otr assump- 
tion. For similar reasons we can not have x c X2 which is incomparable with the 
elements of U. 
Analogously, we can prove that Y := ( Y-X,) \J (X,, n Y +) is a maximal anti- 
chain. 
Now we shall prove that the: intersection of Y with every maximal chain 2 c X is 
non-empty. The chain Z n Xt is maximal in X1 and the chain 2 n X2 is maximal in 
X~.ThusZnX~nU+@andZnX2n V#f%If~.ZrlX~)n(Y-X~)=(bthen(Zn 
Xl)n(Xor’~-)#8and(ZnXl)nYi~or(Zn)r’:)nY’--0.Inthefirstcasewe 
have ZnYf0. In the second case we have (2 nX2) n V = 
(ZnX2)n((Y-Xl)u(XonY+)) with (2 n X2) n (Xun Y’j = 0, so that 
(ZnX2)n(Y-X1)#O, i.e. 2.h Y#0. 
Thus (H4) is satisfied and J i:; a history such that head(J, c) E P and tail(J, c) E Q for 
the cut c corresponding to the maximal antichain X0. 
Suppose that P l Q exists. Then cod(P) = dam(Q) by the definition of the sequen- 
tial composition and the con& tion (2) is satisfied due to (H3) and (H4). 
Intuitively, P l Q is 0btaine.d by ‘glueing’ every maximal element of P with the 
minimal element of Q that has the same label. An example is shown in Fig. 11 (the 
edges resulting from the transitivity of the ordering are omitted). 
“5 
2 
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Fig. 11. 
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The sequential composition P l Q represents the process of executing thiz pro- 
cesses P and Q one after another. The fina! state ccxd(f) of the first process must be 
exactly the initial state dam(Q) of the second. 
The following result is a direct consequence of Proposition 5.1. 
Proposition 5.2. The sequential composition is associative ((P 9 Q) 8 R = P * & l R) 
whenever either side is defined), dom(P * Q) = darn(P) and cod(P l Qj = cod(Q) 
whenever P l Q is defined, and dam(P) 9 P = P . cGd(P) = P for every g/osess P. 
The parallel composition of processes can be defined as follmx!s. 
Definition 5.3. Given two processes P and Q, there may be at most one process It! 
with a history S and a splitting s of J such that left(J, s) E P and right(J, s) E Q. Such a 
process R is called the parallel composition of P and Q and is denoted by P -+- 
occurrences corresponding to th;= inclusions of lkft(J, s) and right(J, s) in J are called 
the canonical occurrences of P and Q in P + Q. recpectively. 
Proposition 5.3. Given two processes Pand Q, the paralI:~!composition P + Q exists iff 
the sets of labels xcurring if? P and Q are disjoint. 
Proof, If the sets of labels occurring in P and Q zre disjoint, then there are histories 
H=(&,s~, ZI) e, P and I = (X2, ~2, Z&Q with XlnX2=@, cln+=(5, and 
ZI n 12 = 8. Thus we can define J = (X, s, P, where, X = X1 u X2, s = s1 u ~2, and 
I = l1 w 12. That J is a history follow$s 6irect2y from the fact that the maximal 
antichains of (X, 6) are exactly disjoint ;.inions of the maximai antichains of (Xl, s !‘, 
and (X2, s2) and that every chain of (K, s) is contained either in X1 or in X2. 
Thai, the sets of labels occurring in ? and Q are disjoint if P + Q exists follows from 
(H3). 
Intuitively, P + Q is obtained hy taking a process which consists of two indepen- 
dent parts P and Q. AU example,is hown in Fie. 12. 
Fig. 12. 
The parallel composition P + Q represents the process of executing concurrently 
(independently) the processes P and Q. Such a process exists iff the components are 
independent in the sense that they do not contain a common atomic situation. 
The following properties of the parallel composition are immediate. 
Proposition 5.4. The parallel composition is associative ((P + Q) + R = P + (Q + R) 
whenever either side is defined), commutative (P + Q = Q + P whenever either side is 
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defined), and has a neutral element (0 := [(Q),Ib,p))] such that O+P=P+O=Pfor 
every process P). If P + Q is defined, then P + &m(Q) and P + cod(Q) are also defined. 
In particular, if P + Q is defined, i-hen dam(P) +dom(Q) and cod(P) +cod[Q) are 
defined. Moreover, we have dam(P) -+ dam(Q) = dom(P + Q) and cod(P) + cod(Q) = 
cod( P + Q) whenever P + Q is defined. 
Proposition 5.5. Given two processes P and Q, the parallel composition P + Q exists iff 
for every state s of P and every state t of Q there exists the parallel composition s + t, 
Proof, The parallel composition of processes which are states is defined iff such 
processes are disjoint as sets of labels and sucfl a composition reduces to the usual set 
theoretic union, The existence of the parallel compositions + t for every state s of P 
and every state t of Q means thus that the sets of labels occurring in P and Q are 
disjoint. 
Proposition 5.6. Given processes P, Q, R, S, if P l 0, R l S, P + R, P+ S, Q + R, 
Q + S exist,, then (P l Q) + (R l S) and (P-I-R) l (Q + S) exist and are identical. 
Proof. The existence of (P l Q) + (R l S) and (P + R) l (Q + S) follows directly from 
Propositio;rs 5.1,5.3 and 5.4. Forevery H E (P l Q)+(R 9 S) thereare: asplittingsof 
H such that left(H, .T) E P l Q and right(H, s) E R l S, a cut c of IefttH, s) such that 
head(left(H, s), c) E P and tail(left(H, s), c) E Q, an< d cut d of right(H, s) such that 
head(right(H, s), d) E R and tail(aight(H, s), d) E S. Taking the cut e of H consisting 
oP c and d WC can decompose s into a splitting t of head(H, e) and a splitting u of 
tail(K e) su:h that left(head(H, e), t) E P and right(head(H, e), t) E R and 
left(taiW. e), u) E Q and right(taij(H, e), u) E S. Thus (POQ)+(RS)= 
(I’+ R) . (c9_ +S) Y 
Proposition 5.X Given processes P. 0, R, S, if (P l Q) + CR l S) exists, then P+Ry 
P+S9 Q+R, Q+S, (I~+R)~(Q+S) also exist and (P*Q)+WS)= 
(P+R)- (Q+S). 
Proof. IIt sufficies to apply Propositions 5.5 and 5.6. 
Propositions 5.8. Every process P which can be obtained by composirg sequentially 
and in parallel given processes P1, . . . , Pr and their compositions can be represented in 
the following ‘sequential’ form : 
where Pi,, . . . , Pi,,, is a sequence of PI, . . . , Pr and PI 1, . . . , PI,,~, l l l I Pm I, l l . 9 Pmn, 
are of the form (Pk) for some k E{l, E . . , r). 
We can represent P as a finite binary tree with some of l,...,Pr at the 
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terminal nodes and with the symbol ‘-’ C.V ‘+’ at the non-terminal ntades. Due to 
Propositions 5.2,5.4, and 5.7, in this tree wc’ can perform replacements as in Fig. 13 
without changing the represented process. This allows us to ‘naove down’ the symbols 
‘+’ and to ‘move up’ the symbols ‘0’ in the tree. Ater a finite nL;mber of such ‘moves’ 
we obtain t.he needed representation. + /c\ + a x S ( 1 e 
Fig. 13. 
That there is an occurrence of a process in other one can be characterized as 
follows. 
Proposition 5.9. T?le existence of an occurrence E : S + R of a process S in a process R 
is equivalent to the existence of processes U, V, W such that V = dom( V) and 
R=Ue(S+V)n W. . . 
Proof. That E : S + R exists if R = U l (S + V) l W is trivial. Let E I S + R be an 
occurrence. Then there are: H = (X, G, 1) E S, H’ = (X’, s’, I’) E R, and an antichain 
Y’ c_ X’ such that: H is the restriction of H’ to X, x, y E X and x s,’ z c’ y implies 
z E X, Y’nX = 0, and Y u Y’ is a maximal antichain of (X’, s’) for every maximal 
antichain Y of (X, 6). Let I be the restriction of H’ to Y’, It;t c be the cut of H’ 
consifiting of origin(H) and I, and Pet d be the cut of H’ consisting of end(H) and I. It 
suffices to take the processes U := [head(H’, c)], V := [I], and W := [taii(W’, d)]. 
There are processes which can not be decomposed in a nontrivial way. Such 
‘atomic’ processes and their occurrences will play an important role in what follows. 
Definition 5.4. Let P ‘be a process with a history H = (X, s, I). We say that P is a 
one-element process 8 X contains exactly one element (such a process can be 
identifiea with the label Z(x) of the unique x E X). We say that P is a prime process iff 
X contains at least two elements, all elements of X are minimal or maximal, and 
every minimal element is comparable with every maximal element and vice-versa. 
One-element and prime processes are said to be elementary. 
Occurrences of elementary processes in compound ones have an important 
prcpert!;. 
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Prop&ion 5.10. Let a process R be the sequential or the parallel composition of two 
processes Pand Q with the canonical occurrences F : P + R and @ : Q + R. Then every 
occurrence E : S 7 R of an elementary process S in R has a unique factorization 
S -% P 3 R or a unique factorization S -~*Q~R.HfR=P+Q,orR=P~QandSis 
prime or has n<o ccurrence in cod(P) = dam(Q), then only one of the two factorizations 
exists. 
Proof. The only non-trivial case is R = P l Q with prime S. Then there are H = 
(X, s, 1) E S, H’ = (X’, s’, I’) G R, and a maximal antichain Y’ of (X’p e’) such that: H 
is the restriction of H’ to X, x, y E X and x G’z c’ y implies z = x or z = y, and 
he&H’, C) E P, tail(H’, C) E Q for the cut c of H’ that corresponds to Y’. It remains 
to prove that X c (Y’)- or X z: ( Y’)‘. 
Suppose the contrary. Then X-(Y’)‘#(b and X-(Y’)-#0. Thus in X-(Y’)’ 
there may be only minimal elements of X. Similarly, in X - ( Y’)- there may be only 
maximal elements of X. So, if we take p E X - (Y’)’ and q E X - (Y’)-, then p G’ q 
and p # q. By (H4) of Definition 3.1 there exists r such that p s’ r G’ q and it must be 
r # p, r # q. On the other hand, there are no elements of X’ between a minimal 
element of X and a maximal one. Thus we ob;ain a contradiction. 
An important consequence of Proposition 5.10 is that the number of occurrences 
of prime processes in a process R which can be decomposed into P l Q or P - Q is the 
sum of the numbers of occurrences in P and Q. Thus the proofs on processes can be 
carried out by induction on the number of occurrences of prime processes in a 
considered process. 
It is interesting that all processes can be decomposed into elementary ones. 
Proposition 5.11. Every process can be decomposed into elementary processes. 
Proof. Let P be a process with a history H = (X, S, I). There exists a finite maximal 
chain of cuts: 
Or&@(H) = co !i~ cl 5 . l l G cm = end(H) 
ano Cj-1 # Ci for i E (1, . . . , m}. 
ForeveryiE(1,. . . , m} we take the maximal antichains Yi-i, Yi corresponding to 
~‘-1, Ci, define Hi as the restriction of H to (Yi-1 - Y;) u (Yi - Yi-I), define Hii as the 
restrictions Gf H :O the one-element sets {Xii} c (Xi19 . . . , Xiq) = Yi-1 n yI:* 
Since Yi-i and Yi are different maximal antichains, there are x E Yi-I- Yi and 
y E Yi - Yial. If such elements were incomparable, then there would be a maximal 
antichain Z containing ,y and y. Considering the cut d corresponding to 2 and the cut 
e = (~‘-1 l-l d) n c+’ we would have ci_l c e c ci with x, y in e, and thus e Z Ci-1, e f Ci, 
so that the chain co, cl, . . . , cm could not be maximal. As a consequence, Pi := [HiJ is 
a prime process. 
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Taking the prime processes Pi and the one-element processes Pij := [Hii] we 
obtain: 
6. Sets of processes generated by systems 
The behaviour of a concurrent system will be specified as the set of processes which 
can occur in the system. This will be done by assinging one-element processes to state 
elements and prime processes to transition elements and by taking suitable composi- 
tions of the assigned processes. The obtained set of processes will correspond to the 
behaviour in the sense that the reachability via the processes will be exactly the usual 
reachability. We shall show that the behaviours have certain algebraic properties 
which are characteristic in the sense that every set of processes having such 
properties corresponds exactly to the behaviour of a system. 
Definition 6.1. Given a concurrent system S = (B, E, I?, C), we define a process P(b) 
corresponding to a state element b of S as the one-element process with the label b 
(such a process can be identified with the set {b}), and a process P(e)corresponding to a 
transition element e of S as the prime process whose domain is Fe and whase 
codomain is eF (according to our convention, the domain and codumain may be 
regarded as the sets Fe and eF, resp.). Given a subset A G B v E, by P(A) we denote 
the set of processes corresponding to the elements of A. Given any set X of 
processes, by closure(X) we denote the closure of X with respect o the sequential 
and parallel compositions of processes. By a process of the system S we mean every 
process P E closure(P(B u E)) satisfying the condition: 
Pl) for every states u and v of P and every r E C 
we have u, v E C and 
(unr=IdanduurEC)iff(vnr=P)andvurEC). 
The set of processes of S will be called the behaviour of S will be denoted by 
processes(S). 
pie 6.1. The prime processes ‘In Fig. 14 correspond to the transition elements 
system in Example 2.1 (Fig. 1). The process (P(Q) l P(b)+(5)) 9 (P(c)+ P(d)) 
(shown in Fig. 15) is a process of the system. The process P(a) + (6) is not a process of 
(P(a) +{6}) = {3,6} is not a configuration). 
For the transition elements of the system in Example 2.2 (Fig 4) we 
have the priie processes hown in Fig. 16. Taking (P(lz~+ P(33)) l ({I, 4}+P(23)) 
(shown in Fig, 17) we obtain a process of .N system. 






















Let us consider a fixed system S = (B, E, F, C). The properties of the behaviour of 
S are described in the following series of propositions. 
reposition 6.1. C u P(E) c processes(S). 
. (Pl) is trivially true for every P c C. Due to (S6) and (S7), (Pl) is szltisfied by 
P(e) foir every e E E. 
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Proposition 6.2. If P E closurc(P(B v E)) and &n(P) 1.2 C or cod(P) E C, then P E 
processes(§). 
Proof. We shall prove the proposition by induction on the number of occurrences of 
prime processes in P (cf. Proposition 5.10). 
If not more than one prime process occurs in E; then it suffices to apply Proposition 
6.1 or (S7). Suppose that the number of occurrences of prime processes in P is rt + 1. 
Then P = Q . (R + c) with it prime processes occurring in Q, R = P(e) for some e E E, 
and c E C. If dam(Q) = dam(P) E C and we assume that Q is a process of S, then 
dom(R + c) = cod(Q) E C and by (S7) we have: cod@ + c) E C and for every 
rEC:dom(R+c)nr=B and dom(R+c)urEC iff cod(R+c)nr=@ and 
cod(R + c) u r E C Thus P is a process of S. In the case cod(P) E C we obtain the same 
by considering a decomposition P = (R + c) l Q. 
Proposition 6.3. If P and Q are any processes such that P 9 Q exists, then P l Q E 
processes(S) i’P E processes(S) and Q E gaocesses(S). 
roof. If P and Q are processes of S ant 2 8 Q exists, then, by Proposition 6.2, also 
P l Q is a process of S. If P l Q exists and is a process of S then, by Proposition 5.8, 
we have P = PI 9 l l l l P,,, and Q = Q1 l l l l l Q,, for some processes PI, . . . , Pm, 
0 1, . . . , 0, of S. Thus P and Q are also processes of S. 
Proposition 6.4. The parallel composition of two processes P and Q of S exists and is a 
process of S iff there exist a state c of P and a state d of Q such that c n d = 0 and 
c v d e C. 
Proof. If P + Q exists and is a process of S, then the existence of the needed states is a 
direct consequence of the property (Pl). By induction on the total number of 
occurrences of prime processes in both of processes P and Q we shall prove that the 
existence of appropriate states ensues tl[e existence of the parallel composition 
P + Q and that P + Q is a process of S. 
If not more than one prime process occurs in both of P and Q, then it suffices to 
apply (S7). Suppose that the proposition holds taue for not more than n prime 
processes occurring in P and Q. Suppose that P ancl Q are processes of S such that 
n + 1 prime processes occur in P and Q. Then one of the processes, say Q, is of the 
form R l (U + r), where R is a process of S, U is a paime process of S, r E C, and U + r 
is a process of S. Ler c be a state of P anal d 8 state of Q such that c n d = 0 
and c u d E C. Suppose that d is a state of R, and that P+ R exists and is a 
,+ocess of S. Then co (R) u I? E C for c;iery state e of P. By 
Proposition 2.1 this i = 0. As a consequence, Pi Q exists. 
on the other hand, every state of P + Q is a disjoint union of states f1 and f2 of 
P and Q, respectively. Besides, &e to (S7) and Proposition 5.8, for every p c B 
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we have: cod(P+Q)np=fl and cod(P+Q)upEC iff (fiuf2)np=fl and 
( fl u fi) up E C. Taking f I=: c and fi = d we conclude that cod(P + Q) E C, i.e., that 
P + Q is a process of S. If d is not a state of R it s&ices to consider d = cod( U + r). 
Then, due to (S7), we have c n cod(R) = 0 and c u cod(R) E C. Thus we can replace 
d by cod(R) and come to the previous situation. 
Proposition 6.5. If P and Q are processes of S such that cod(P) = dsm(Q), then the 
sequential composition P l Q exists and is a process of S. 
Proof, If cod(P) = dam(Q), then we have histories H = (Xl, <I, 11) E P and I = 
(X2, s2, 12) E Q such that end(H) is the restriction of H to X0 := Xl nX2 and 
origin(ilj is the restriction of I to the same X o. According to proposition 5 .l, it 
suffices to prove that for every p E X1 and q E X2 with II(P) = 12 :q) there exists t E X0 
such that p cl P and r ~2 q. 
Suppose the contrary. Then we have p E X1 and q E X2 satisliying II(P) = 12(q) and 
such that X,, := {x E X0: p s1 x} and X4 := {x E X0: x ~2 q} art: disjoint. 
Let c = end(H) = origin(l). Theapi, exist a cut d of H that contains p and X0-X, 
and a cut e of i ihat contains q and X0-- Xq. Thus we have processes P1 and Q1 of S 
and configuraticins , t, u, v such that P1 + u = [tail(H, d)], Q1 + t = [head(l, e)], 
t + u = [c], s + u = [d], t + v = [e], s i:ontains ZI( p), v contains ‘z(q), and t, u do not 
contain /l(p) = 12(q). Since t + u is a configuration and t = cod(&) and u = dom(Q1), 
there must exist the parallel composition PI + Ql. This is however impossible 
because PI contains the label II(p) and Q1 contains the label 12(q) = II(p). 
The following proposition shows that our concept of behaviour is adequate. 
Proposition 6.6. A configuration d E Cis reachable from a configuration c E CijVhere 
exists process P of S swh that dam(P) = c and cod(P) = d. 
Proof. (a) By induction on the number of reachability steps we shall prove that c + d 
implies the existence of a process P and S with dam(P) = c and cod(P) = d. 
If c + e in n steps with a process P of S satisfying dam(P) = c and cod(P) = e, and 
e%d for U={U~,..., u,~}, then, due to Proposition 6.4, Q := P(u1) + * l l + 
P(u,) + (c -2W) is a process of 5 with dam(Q) = e and cod(Q) = d. By Proposition 
6.5, P l Q is a process of S satisfying dom(P l Q) = c and cod(P l Q) = 8. 
(b) Let P be a process of S such that dam(P) = r and cod(P) = d. We can represent 
P in the (sequential) forG1: 
P=(P11+ l ” +P1,,+P+ ’ * ” (Pm+ l * ’ +P,,,+P*), 
where Pi are of the form P(ei) for some ei E E and Pii are in C. In this manner we 
obtain a finite sequence of reachability steps: 
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Now we shall answer the question which properties of sets of processes are 
characteristic for the behaviours of concurrent systems. We shall introduce the 
concept of regular sets of processes and show that the regular sets are exactly the 
behaviours of concurrent systems. 
Definition 6.2. A set U of processes is said to be regulur iff it has the following 
properties: 
VW the labels of all P E U are from a finite set L, 
(W ifPEUandP=Q*RorP=Q+R,thenQEUandREU, 
(R3) ifPEUandQEUandP*Qexists,thenP=QEU, 
(R4) given P E U and Q E U, the parallel composition P + Q exists and belongs 
to U iff there exist a state c of P and a state d of Q such that c: + d exists and 
belongs to U. 
Our main result is the following proposition. 
Proposition 
regular. 
6.7. A set of processes is the behaviour of a concurrent system iff it is 
Proof. It follows from Propositions 6.1-6.4 that the behaviour of a system is regular. 
Let U be a regular set of processes. It follows from (Rl) and Proposition 5.11 that 
there is a finite set B of one-element processes and a firlite set E of prime processes 
such that the labels of the processes from U belong tc.> B and U c closure(B u E). 
Defining xFy as y E E and x E dom( y) or x E E and y E cod(x) we obtain a Petri net 
N = (B, E, F) satisfying the requirements (Sl)-(S3) 01 Definition 2.2. 
Let C = {c E U: c c dam(P) for some P E U}. We shall prove that S = (B, E; F, C) 
is a concurrent system. To this end we have to prove (S7). 
Let eEE and rE:B be such hat Fe n r = 0 and Fe v r E C. Then Fe = dam(e), 
Fe E C, r E C, and, by (R4), e -+ r exists and belongs to U. Thus eF n r = 8 and 
eFvr~C.Similarly,eFnr=(bandeFur~CimpliesFenr=0andFeur~~~.In 
this way we have proved (S7). 
It remains to prove that U = paocesses(S). 
Let P E processes(S). Then 
P=(P11+ l ‘. + P~“,+P,)‘**‘~(P,,+ l ** +P,,,+P,) 
with some prime Pi E U and one-element Pii E U such that PiI i- l l l + Pini + 
or some Qi E U. Due to (R2) we have PiI -I- l l l + Pi,, + 
l -t Pini a- Pi E U. AS a consequence, due to (R3), we obtain 
PE U 
Let P E U. By the definition of B and E we have U c clos e(P(B v E)). It mnains 
to prove that P enjoys the property (PI). 
For every cut d of N E P we have [d] = CO (El, d)]). If u and v are any states 
of P and u n r - 0 and u u r E C, then P + r is defined and belongs to U. Thus v + r is 
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also defined and belongs to U, i.e., v n r = 0 and v u r E C. Thus we have proved that 
p is a process of Ip. 
Finally, we have U =: processes(S). 
As a simple consequence of Propositions 6.5 and 6.7 we obtain that in every 
regular set U of processes the equality c&(a) = dom( Q) implies the existence of the 
sequential Icomposition of P and Q and P l Q E U. Together with (R4) this yields very 
simple criteria of sequential and parallel composabiiity of processes in regular sets. 
7. Comments 
Our characterization of the behaviours of concurrent systems corresponds to that 
of the behaviours of finite automata bL;i there are also some differences. We consider 
sets of processes and their :s- ,O ,quentiai and parallel) compositions instead of sets of 
sequences of actions and their concatenations. We take regular sets of processes 
instead of regular. !anguages of sequences of actions. Such an approach is motivated 
by the need to describe the behaviours of concurrent systems o as to reflect the 
independence xisting in such systems. The obtained result shows that we indeed 
come to an adequate description that ensures the possibility to recover a system from 
its behaviour . 
There is a real need to apply means stronger than formal languages. Representing 
the behaviours with toeok like Petri net languages (cf. [l, S]) we would 1oz an 
irrformation on the considered systems. In particular, it would be difficult to identify a 
concurrent system by investigating its language only. 
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